Suzuki forenza interference engine

Miscellaneous 0 comments. The following list will provide you the information on whether your
car engine is an interference engine or a non-interference engine. The result is usually
catastrophic engine failure. Not so with a non-interference engine. It pays to know. The video
below will also help you determine if your car has a timing belt or chain. TDI 1. His high quality
car buying tutorials offer help to the car buying public. Your email address will not be
published. Greg Macke is a car buying specialist, author and consumer advocate working
closely in the industry to improve the buyer's experience. The same proven methods Greg uses
when buying cars for his clients are available to you at:. Interference Engines â€” Complete List
Miscellaneous 0 comments. Submit a Comment Cancel reply Your email address will not be
published. Greg Macke â€” Your Car Angel Greg Macke is a car buying specialist, author and
consumer advocate working closely in the industry to improve the buyer's experience. Blog
Post Categories Select posts from drop-downs below. Car Buying Tips. Car Maintenance. Car
Selling Tips. Consumer Tips. Leasing vs Buying. Used Car Reviews. A car engine that runs on
water? Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: To return a part, simply submit a
support ticket within 30 days of ordering and we will issue you an RMA number to return your
product. See customer service page for refund and return details. We scour the web to make
sure PartsGeek always has low prices. You can buy with confidence! Click to Enlarge. Select
Year In Stock. Features: Cloyes' timing belts utilize the latest in design and technology to meet
or exceed OEM performance requirements and ensure quiet and maintenance-free experience
Cloyes parts are CAD designed and manufactured using premium materials. Each part is
extensively tested and measured for function, fitment, and durability to ensure optimal
performance Cloyes recommends the belt tensioner s and belt idler s also be replaced when the
belt is replaced as these components play a vital role system stability and accurate timing Refer
to our online catalog for detailed application-specific information Keep your engine's valve train
in perfect time with Cloyes, the world leader in timing drive systems. AC Delco TB API Gates W
Melling B Catalog: B. Replacement Timing Belt Parts. The first-generation Lacetti was available
as a four-door sedan and five-door station wagon , styled by Pininfarina â€”and five-door
hatchback styled by Giorgetto Giugiaro. The sedan and wagon were marketed as the Suzuki
Forenza in North America. It was marketed under the Daewoo marque until the beginning of ,
when the brand was discontinued, and was thereafter marketed under the Chevrolet and Holden
brands. The name Lacetti derives from the Latin "Lacertus", meaning "youthful". Lacetti was
developed based on its predecessor Nubira under Daewoo before it was acquired by GM. A
pre-production prototype of the five-door hatchback, styled by Giorgetto Giugiaro , was shown
at the Frankfurt Motor Show in September with production starting in December. At the Geneva
Motor Show in March , Daewoo revealed the station wagon body variant penned by Pininfarina
with the hatchback's updated interior and a facelifted derivative of the sedan's frontal styling.
The facelift replaced the three-slot grille with a single item for a new full-length item featuring a
bold horizontal bar capped in the center by the company's logo. The wagon's door handles
ditch the lift-up variety from the sedan and hatchback for pullout versions. The hatchback also
received new door handles around this time. The sedan was facelifted for some markets from ,
receiving the same front end as the hatchback featured since its debut. This version was only
produced in certain countries, such as Colombia , India or Thailand, and in â€” in Uzbekistan as
the Daewoo Gentra. In South Korea, the four-door Daewoo Lacetti was released in The five-door
hatchback showed off only after the facelift of the sedan, which mainly included a new front
grill, switching from a three-part corporate Daewoo grill to a simpler, Chevrolet-style grill. The
hatchback name was Lacetti5, offering a specific design for the front, rear and dashboard. The
wagon version, called simply the Lacetti Wagon, was introduced in late â€”though it was
already sold in many other countries. It had the same dashboard as the hatchback, with the
sedan front end. When the Lacetti Premiere was introduced in November , the sedan and wagon
version sales were discontinued, leaving the only hatchback in the range, renamed Lacetti EX.
The Lacetti EX was discontinued in October It was introduced at around the same time as the
Daewoo Gentra -based Holden Barina. Unlike the Barina, however, the Viva was meant to be
below the premium Holden Astra as a budget alternative. With the release of the all new Holden
Cruze in mid the Viva ceased to be sold in Australia. In New Zealand, where many cars are
imported second-hand from Japan, several Japanese specification Chevrolet Optra sedans and
wagons were also sold. The sedan was available for model years and , but was removed for All
are powered by the 2. Despite its compact size and the 2. Brakes are disc, front and rear.
Independent suspension, inch wheels, and CD player were standard on the LS sedan, with
optional ABS and air conditioning; the LT adds standard air conditioning and cruise control,
standard fog lamps on both LS and LT, and an optional sunroof. The sedan is rated as an Ultra
Low Emissions Vehicle. The Optra5 hatchback was added to the line-up for and was more
contemporary in styling and equipment, with projector type headlights and fog lamps, clear

taillight lenses, and blackout grille. In addition to the same options available on the sedan LS
and LT models, an options package contained alloy wheels, sunroof, spoiler, leather steering
wheel and shift knob, and steering wheel mounted controls for the eight-speaker audio system.
General Motors Canada discontinued the importation of Optra for The sedan, which is also
assembled in China, features an updated exterior. This second generation hatchback Buick
Excelle XT , making its debut in , is actually a replica of the Opel Astra hatchback adapted to
Chinese conditions. The corresponding sedan Excelle GT made its debut in China in A version
of this sedan for North America was introduced for model year as Buick Verano , and as Opel
Astra sedan in other parts of the world. In Europe, the car was initially sold as the Daewoo
Nubira, with the production model being introduced at the Frankfurt Motor Show in September
However, by the end of , it was rebadged Chevrolet Lacetti throughout the continent. As with its
home market, in some European markets, the Lacetti name is also used for the entire range of
sedan, station wagon and hatchback models on the same J-series platform. In Finland and
Germany, for example, only the hatchback is sold under the Lacetti name. The European models
were initially only available with the following gasoline powered four-cylinder engines:. A diesel
-powered version was later added to the line-up with these specifications:. In Europe, the sedan
version was initially sold as the Daewoo Nubira. However, in late , it was announced that
Daewoo would be rebranded Chevrolet in some European markets. The Chevrolet Nubira went
on sale in early , initially only in Eastern Europe. When Daewoo was rebranded Chevrolet across
Europe by the end of , the Chevrolet Nubira was renamed Chevrolet Lacetti in some markets for
the model year, which expanded the Lacetti line-up to include both the sedan and station wagon
versions in addition to the five-door hatchback version, in line with Korea. The engines built for
the Nubira and its badge-engineered twins are the same as in the Lacetti hatchback and its
badge-engineered versions. The 1. The Optra was sold with two engine options, 1. However, the
1. The Magnum sported the family nose, and better interiors as compared to the petrol version,
also a new 2. Subsequently the petrol version received the new nose treatment as that of the
Optra SRV, but with a slightly different front grill and tail lights, and was sold as the Optra
Magnum petrol. The S-RV succumbed to competition from cheaper cars and was eventually
discontinued in It had a 1. In Pakistan, the car came in three trim levels, 1. SE trim models came
with manual transmission only, whilst LS and CDX models came with five-speed manual or
four-speed automatic transmissions. Sales however, were poorer than expected and all models
were withdrawn from sale. Both came with either a five-speed manual or 4-speed automatic
transmission with a console shift. The Optra Wagon was powered by a 1. The Optra was limited
in sales due to the exterior dimensions exceeding 1, millimetres In Mexico, the Lacetti came to
the market in as Optra to replace the Chevrolet Astra , and it was sold only as a sedan. The
Optra was phased out after the model year in favour of the Chevrolet Cruze , although for now,
the Mexican Cruze is an imported model from South Korea. The Lacetti as a best seller was
launched in Colombia , under the Chevrolet brand as Chevrolet Optra, in with the sedan version
having the following engine options:. In the hatchback version was introduced, with only the
aforementioned 1. By , the 1. In addition, the design of wheels, and the grille were updated for
all models offered. In , the saloon version received a facelift marketed as Chevrolet Optra
Advance, with a sportier interior and front styling similar to that of the hatchback, it was sold
with GM's 1. In Indonesia , the sedan is simply called Optra or Optra Magnum for the facelift
model, and Estate for the station wagon. The vehicles use the 1. Suzuki marketed a rebadged
Lacetti as the Forenza and Reno beginning in the United States in â€”following the end of
Daewoo's North American operations in and replacing the Daewoo Nubira station wagon and
sedan. In the territories of Guam and Northern Mariana Islands , it was sold as a Chevrolet
Optra, but it was only available as a sedan. The US model line features the 2. The Forenza and
the Reno were discontinued within the model year, the Reno being replaced by the Suzuki SX4
sedan after the model year and the Forenza by the Chevrolet Cruze. The Chevrolet Optra
entered the Iraqi market in with the 1. It is marketed throughout the CIS countries. It was sold as
the Chevrolet Lacetti and includes 5-door hatchback , sedan and station wagon models. The
entire line of models were produced at the Avtotor plant in Kaliningrad with full cycle of
manufacturing until After license agreement between GM and Daewoo ended, UzDaewoo now
GM Uzbekistan re-branded all of its lineup as Ravon, due to impossibility of using both Daewoo
and Chevrolet names in Russia Chevrolet withdrew from the Russian market in early due to the
economic crisis. The Russian models are available with the following gasoline -powered
four-cylinder engines:. The Chevrolet Lacetti was chosen as the new "reasonably-priced car" for
Top Gear ' s "Star in a Reasonably-Priced Car" [22] segment for series 8 in , replacing the
Suzuki Liana , which had ceased production. In this segment of the show, celebrity guests set
timed laps of the Top Gear test track driving the Lacetti. An industrial chimney was demolished,
collapsing over and almost completely burying the car under rubble. Soon afterwards, the new

reasonably priced car, a Kia Cee'd , was unveiled to viewers. From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. Compact car. Motor vehicle. Main article: Buick Excelle. Chevrolet Nubira wagon
Sweden. Main article: Chevrolet Cruze. Retrieved 5 September Retrieved 6 February Retrieved
Retrieved 29 March Archived from the original on 10 October Archived from the original on 30
November Retrieved 10 December Za Rulem. Motor Trend. Archived from the original on 5
October Retrieved 23 July General Motors. Retrieved 24 July Daewoo Motors and GM Daewoo
automobile timeline, sâ€” Suzuki road vehicle timeline, North American market, â€”present.
Buick , a marque of General Motors , automobile timeline, Chinese market, â€”present.
Chevrolet vehicles. Established in , a division of General Motors since Express N N Orlando
Spin. Category Commons. Carry global. Hidden categories: Pages with non-numeric formatnum
arguments CS1 Russian-language sources ru Articles with short description Short description
matches Wikidata Short description is different from Wikidata All articles with unsourced
statements Articles with unsourced statements from June Pages using multiple image with auto
scaled images Commons category link from Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read
Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download
as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Daewoo General Motors. Compact C.
Front-engine, front-wheel-drive. South Korea: â€” Colombia: â€” China: â€” Russia: â€”
Uzbekistan: â€”present. Pininfarina sedan, station wagon Giorgetto Giugiaro at Italdesign
hatchback. City car. Lacetti Premiere. Royale Series. Polonez Kombi. Compact MPV. Mini SUV.
Compact SUV. Winstorm MaXX. Mid-size SUV. Kei car. Alto Lapin. MR Wagon. Wagon R. Alto
India. Swift Dzire. SX4 sedan. Kei sports car. Kei crossover. Subcompact crossover. Vitara
Brezza. SX4 S-Cross. Compact crossover. Mid-size crossover. Mini MPV. Wagon R Wide. Wagon
R Solio. Every Landy. Pickup truck. Mighty Boy. Grand Vitara. Suzuki ceased selling
automobiles in the United States and Canada between and Vehicles for the North American
market from onwards are sold exclusively in Mexico. Excelle GT. Excelle HRV. Excelle XT. Velite
5. Velite 6. Park Avenue. Encore GX. Velite 7. Received kit after a couple of days from ordering,
very quick delivery. Kit contained all parts as described. Original equipment manufacture. Best
price and top quality can't be beat any where! Will buy this product over any other! Less than
half the cost of dayco and way better! Received everything in good shape. Pump, pullers etc.
Reviewed a YouTube video on replacement procedures and had no problems during install.
Price was half of what you would pay somewhere else. Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call
To Order: Camshaft Position Sensor. Camshaft Repair Sleeve. Camshaft Seal. Camshaft Seal
Kit. Connecting Rod Bearing Set. Conversion Gasket Set. Crank Position Sensor. Crankcase
Gasket Set. Crankshaft Repair Sleeve. Crankshaft Seal. Crankshaft Seal Kit. Cylinder Head Set.
Cylinder Head Spacer Shim. Drive Belt Tensioner Pulley. Engine Gasket Set. Engine Harmonic
Balancer. Engine Mount. Engine Mount and Transmission Mount Kit. Engine Oil Filter Kit.
Engine Shock Mount. Engine Torque Rod. Exhaust Manifold Gasket. Exhaust Manifold Gasket
Set. Exhaust Valve. Exhaust Valve Kit. Head Bolt. Head Bolt Set. Head Gasket. Head Gasket Set.
Intake Manifold Gasket. Intake Manifold Gasket Set. Intake Valve. Main Bearing Gasket Set. Main
Bearing Set. Oil Drain Plug. Oil Drain Plug Gasket. Oil Filler Cap. Oil Filter. Oil Pan. Oil Pan
Gasket. Oil Pump. Oil Pump Gasket. Piston Ring. Piston Ring Set. Piston Set. Timing Belt Idler.
Timing Belt Kit. Timing Belt Kit and Water Pump. Timing Belt Tensioner. Timing Cover Gasket.
Timing Cover Repair Sleeve. Valve Cover. Valve Cover Gasket. Valve Cover Gasket Set. Valve
Cover O-Ring. Valve Guide. Valve Lifter. Valve Spring Retainer Keeper. Valve Stem Seal. Valve
Stem Seal Kit. Air Intake. Body Electrical. Chemicals and Fluids. Climate Control. Cooling
System. Drive Belts. Engine Electrical. Fuel Delivery. Fuel Injection. AC Delco. DIY Solutions.
DNJ Rock. US Motor Works. Shop By Vehicle. Click to Enlarge. Notes: 2. Shipping Options: Free
Ground Shipping. API Timing Belt. Gates Timing Belt. Product List Price:. Features:
OE-Equivalent and a direct fit application. Precision molded teeth. Resistant to abrasion and
heat. Durable long life performance. Shipping Options: Ground, Overnight, 2 Day. Gates Timing
Belt Kit. Dayco Timing Belt. Dayco Timing Belt - Camshaft. Dayco Timing Belt Kit. ContiTech
Timing Belt Kit. Low noise operation. Resistant to high temperatures. Cloyes Timing Belt Camshaft. Features: Cloyes' timing belts utilize the latest in design and technology to meet or
exceed OEM performance requirements and ensure quiet and maintenance-free experience
Cloyes parts are CAD designed and manufactured using premium materials. Each part is
extensively tested and measured for function, fitment, and durability to ensure optimal
performance Cloyes recommends the belt tensioner s and belt idler s also be replaced when the
belt is replaced as these components play a vital role system stability and accurate timing Refer
to our online catalog for detailed application-specific information Keep your engine's valve train
in perfect time with Cloyes, the world leader in timing drive systems. AC Delco Timing Belt.
Notes: Professional -- New; Interference engine application. Aisin Timing Belt Kit. ITM Timing
Belt. Melling Timing Belt. Features: Melling provides timing belts for both domestic and import

vehicle applications. Each belt is manufactured from quality synthetic polymers to provide
resistance to heat, stretching, belt shear, climate conditions, and abrasion to assure
dependable operation throughout the belts service life. Melling recommends a new timing belt
with every engine rebuild as well as periodic belt replacement for high mileage vehicles. Belt
replacement is a small investment compared to an engine replacement due to a damaged,
stretched or broken timing belt. Replacement January 19th, Posted by Forenza timing belt kit.
July 11th, Posted by Oe quality perfect fit. February 7th, Posted by Timing Belt Kit. Catalog: E.
Vehicle Body Engine Suzuki Forenza. Catalog: P. Vehicle Engine Suzuki Forenza. Catalog: Q.
Catalog: A. Vehicle Suzuki Forenza. Catalog: B. Catalog: H. Catalog: N. Catalog: C. Thank you
for contact sharperedgeengines. About Us Contact Policies News. Home Used Engines
remanufactured Engines Transmissions. Modal title. We have received your request, and our
support team will be in touch with you soon. Year Highly recommended. They include upgraded
Suzuki Forenza parts approved by the manufacturer that replace original equipment that has
been found faulty. As well as containing upgraded Audi parts, our remanufactured Engines
have been completely disassembled and rebuilt and tested with new internal parts. Toll Free If
you take care of your car and your Engine blows, the problem isn't necessarily with the Engine.
When there's not a better alternative, having your engine rebuilt is a good way to go. Sharper
Edge Engines is a family owned and operated business. We used to have a huge business with
many operators who, frankly were uninformed. After closing the business for four years,
Sharper Edge Engines returned with a vengeance with the goal of treating every customer right
and providing the best used and Remanufactured Engines, used and Remanufactured
transmissions and more. Now, the company is run by a strong family and two dedicated family
friends who know all about engines, transmissions, and automobiles. Call Now So how do you
find out what problems are occurring? Any duplicates or errors? It's not us. Don't waste your
time wasting ours! If you are interested in advertising a for-profit service, contact us. Find
something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page.
Add Complaint. Had to turn car off in middle of traffic because gear slipped. When car was in
drive a symbol popped up with a D with a line though it! The transmission range sensor on
Suzuki Forenzas and other models has been shoddy at best. My car currently has miles on it
and I have replaced the trs 3 times getting ready to be a 4th. This is not a sensor that should
need replaced regularly. I have had the vehicle slip out of gear at speed due to this and can
never accelerate when I need to. Im afraid that if I need to accelerate to avoid a collision I wont
be able to. They have more then enough complaints to see this is an issue and they need to act
before someone gets killed. I have had the transmission range sensor replaced on my Suzuki
Forenza twice already and it has malfunctioned again. When it malfunctions, my car jerks
heavily when changing gears, and it is an automatic engine. The rpms will not exceed , the
check engine light comes on, and "hold" flashes in the dash. The car accelerates very slowly
shudders above 50 mph. The speedometer has dropped to zero while I have been driving on the
highway, so I cannot tell how fast I am going. Search CarComplaints. The contact owns a Suzuki
Forenza. The contact stated that while driving approximately 65 mph, the accelerator pedal was
engaged and failed to respond as the check engine warning light illuminated. The vehicle was
taken to an independent mechanic where it was diagnosed that the throttle body needed to be
replaced. The vehicle was repaired however, the failure recurred. The vehicle was then taken to
a dealer where it was diagnosed that the throttle body needed to be replaced. The vehicle was
repaired but the failure recurred. The vehicle was taken back to the dealer where it was
diagnosed that the engine wire harness and the engine control module needed to be replaced.
The vehicle was not repaired. The manufacturer was notified of the failure. The failure mileage
was 71, The check engine light came on when putting my car into reverse. The car would jump
whenever putting it in reverse or drive. I had a scanner put on it and the codes came out to be
the transmission range sensor. The check engine light will continue to go on and off depending
on how much I drive it. I am being told this is not under the power train warranty. This needs to
be as it is affecting the power train. I was driving down a busy street in stop and go traffic. While
stopped at a stop light, my vehicle made a very loud "clunk" noise, lurched forward and the
check engine light came on. When I attempted to accelerate after the light turned green, I had to
push the gas pedal almost to the floor to get the vehicle to move forward. I pulled over and
parked, turned the vehicle off, waited about a minute, turned the vehicle back on, and the
problem had gone away although the check engine light was still on. A day or so later, while I
was driving on the highway going approximately 65 miles per hour, the vehicle made the
"clunk" noise, lurched forward and the check engine light came on again. This time, because I
was already in motion, the rpms jumped up above , which is very high for a 4 cylinder engine
only going 65 miles per hour. Again, I pulled over, turned the vehicle off, waited about a minute,
turned the car on and was able to drive the vehicle normally again although the check engine

light remained illuminated. Consumer writes in regards to vehicle stalls while driving. The
consumer stated the vehicle would stall after driving miles, once he started to slow down. The
consumer was able to re-start the vehicle. Also, the check engine light illuminated. The contact
stated that while driving approximately 55 mph, she heard a loud grinding sound coming from
under the hood area. The brake and electrical system lights then illuminated as the vehicle
became difficult to steer. The contact stopped and the vehicle was towed to an independent
mechanic for diagnosis. The technician stated that the engine serpentine belt was fractured and
pulling the brake line out of the fire wall, spinning it around the brake line, the alternator pulley,
and the steering rod. The electrical system harness was also fractured. The mechanic replaced
the brake line and the engine drive belt. The manufacturer was not made aware of the failure.
The vehicle was repaired. The approximate failure mileage was 44, While sitting at a stop sign, I
decided I was a little to far into the road. I shifted into reverse and noticed it shifted really hard. I
put it into drive and pulled out onto the road - again it shifted hard. When trying to speed up, the
car wouldn't shift out of 1st gear, the check engine light came on and I couldn't speed up. I've
been told it is a bad transmission range sensor. I noticed my car having difficulty accelerating
and it would occasionally feel the engine jump while driving. The check engine light was on. I
was going down the interstate when the engine shut itself off. Luckily it turned itself back on
and I was able to safely accelerate to speed. The shop said that it was the transmission range
sensor and the transmission control sensor. A year ago the car was displaying funny symbols
and would not start occasionally. Again the same sensors had to be replaced. A third time the
car check engine light came on and the car was again having difficulty accelerating. The
acceleration issue and the light are intermittent, it has now again begun doing the engine
"jump" it is scary being at a light and not being able to move. It is very scary stopping to turn
left into my apartment complex and not knowing if my car will respond when I have a gap in
traffic to turn. Took it to a shop today to find out that the codes from the engine check light are
again the transmission range sensor and the transmission control sensor. The car has under
65K and I have had these issues three times. I am thankful that it has not caused a major
accident. I bought my car At 4, mi. I began having problems. At 57, mi. I'm on my 3rd dealer orig.
Out of svc. I am having my 3rd trans installed. My car at one point was at the dealer for 34 days
straight! On I was barely able to make it in to the shop as my car was stuck in 3rd gear and I was
on the hwy the ck eng, light was on. It was the trans range switch again! I have absolutely had it
with this car and am attempting to re-instate my arbi- tration with them I dropped it when the
supposedly fixed the prob. Suzuki's tech explained to me that there is an engineering design
flaw. My car is dangerous and I no longer want my life in Suzuki's hands. I cannot continue to
drive a care that can become faulty at any time, especially when I am driving mph on the hwy
and the car gets stuck in third gear! I took a short video with my phone that shows the ck eng
light on and the D flashing with a line through it. The contact stated that while driving 55 mph,
the vehicle stalled and the check engine warning light was illuminated. The contact did not take
the vehicle to a dealer or a mechanic for inspection or repairs. The manufacturer was not
contacted. The failure mileage was 47, My transmission range sensor has been replaced twice,
both within a 12 months time frame. Both times my car jerks at low and high speeds and my
engine light is invoked. The second time the dealership replaced my transmission range sensor
Upon return, the dealership says my jerking, hard gear shifting and on board engine light is
being caused due to an engine skipping issue, which is "possibly" due to the electronic control
module not communicating with the transmission control module. I feel I'm in a no win
situation, it sounds like, just keep writing checks. My issue sounds the same as the countless
others that have been documented, my issue should be covered since Suzuki is more than
aware that these are known issues. The contact stated that while driving approximately 15 mph,
the vehicle erroneously slipped out of gear and jolted. The vehicle was taken to a private
mechanic where it was confirmed that the spark plugs, engine head gasket, and trans range
sensor needed to be replaced. The vehicle was taken to the dealer for the same failure on
several occasions. The approximate failure mileage was 45, and the current mileage was 45,
Started car put it into reverse to back out, aloud "clunk" noise was maid and the car had trouble
accelerating. Not it often slips into neutral while driving or will only accelerate in third. In less
than 2 months, I've had to replace several parts of my car that I don't believe is part of regular
service maintenance. Thermostat, coolant hose, spark plugs twice in a year , brake lights and
headlight bulbs replaced twice in a year , transmission control module and motor mounts
because of the tcm that made my car jerk all the time whenever I accelerate. Either at a traffic
light or on the freeway, my car hesitates to accelerate and jerks every time I shift gears. Now,
possibly the transmission range sensor needs to be replaced I am currently in the process with
this one. I'm afraid in the next few months, I'll be spending more on car repairs than the car is
worth and it's only a ! Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:. For more

information go to Valueâ€”this is what owners of a Suzuki Forenza can expect from the
four-door sedan. The Suzuki Forenza was a rebadged version of the Daewoo Lacetti, which was
originally released in South Korea in The Forenza arrived on American shores two years after
that. All three trims were pretty similar to each other, though, save for a few differences in their
lineup of features. The three trims featured the same 2. This engine was paired to either a
four-speed automatic or a five-speed manual transmission. While the Suzuki Forenza originated
from South Korea, its aesthetics clearly took styling cues from European automobiles. Going
inside the surprisingly roomy Forenza revealed sleek interior elements, such as the silver
metallic accents that fill the door panels and the dashboard. The Suzuki Forenza remained
relatively unchanged throughout its first generation. Still, it received a few modifications in the
succeeding model years after its debut. New nifty features such as a tire monitoring system and
Bluetooth became available. Some interior elements also received various enhancements. The
Suzuki Forenza ceased production by the end of In the following year, the original Daewoo
Lacetti was succeeded by the Lacetti Premiere in South Korea, which was branded as the
Chevrolet Cruze in most other markets. Basically, this signaled the end of the Forenza
nameplate. We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order.
Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle.
Select Your Vehicle Part. Suzuki Forenza Accessory Belt Tensioner. Suzuki Forenza Air Filter.
Suzuki Forenza Alternator. Suzuki Forenza Axle Assembly. Suzuki Forenza Ball Joint. Suzuki
Forenza Blower Motor. Suzuki Forenza Brake Booster. Suzuki Forenza Brake Caliper. Suzuki
Forenza Brake Caliper Bracket. Suzuki Forenza Brake Disc. Suzuki Forenza Brake Master
Cylinder. Suzuki Forenza Brake Pad Set. Suzuki Forenza Catalytic Converter. Suzuki Forenza
Control Arm. Suzuki Forenza Fender. Suzuki Forenza Floor Mats. Suzuki Forenza Fuel Pump.
Suzuki Forenza Gas Cap. Suzuki Forenza Headlight. Suzuki Forenza Ignition Coil. Suzuki
Forenza Mirror. Suzuki Forenza Muffler. Suzuki Forenza Oxygen Sensor. Suzuki Forenza Power
Steering Pump. Suzuki Forenza Radiator. Suzuki Forenza Serpentine Belt. Suzuki Forenza Spark
Plug. Suzuki Forenza Spark Plug Wire. Suzuki Forenza Starter. Suzuki Forenza Steering Rack.
Suzuki Forenza Sway Bar Link. Suzuki Forenza Turn Signal Switch. Suzuki Forenza Water
Pump. Suzuki Forenza Wheel. Suzuki Forenza Window Motor. Suzuki Forenza Window
Regulator. Suzuki Forenza Wiper Blade. Refine by:. See All. Shop Suzuki Forenza Parts.
Showing 1 - 15 of results. Display item:. Sort by:. Part Number: H Vehicle Info Required to
Guarantee Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Part Number: RC Part Number: S Page 1 of Showing 1 15 of results. Suzuki Forenza Customer Reviews. Dec 19, Loved it!! Tiffany Brown. Purchased
on Dec 08, Nov 19, Easy the ensamble and very good price. Arturo Alfaro. Purchased on Nov 03,
Jun 26, Great parts, but ripped off on installation at BrakeMasters. Very happy with both the
items you sent me, exactly what I ordered and fast delivery. I got both the "before" and "after"
catalytic converter sensors, since the me
2000 olds alero repair manual
lbec 2 fuse
94 chevy c1500
chanic at BrakeMasters wasn't sure which one was causing the engine light. However, they
later told my wife that neither unit would fit my Kia Sportage - some nonsense about "California
Emission standards" we live in Arizona and I bought the new car here. She didn't understand
the details, and told them to get one that did fit and install it. And when they gave me the parts
back, only the "after converter" unit had been opened - the other was still sealed in the
packaging. Yet it was that one - the "before" unit - that they had replaced. They wrote on the
Invoice that the parts I supplied didn't fit - now I'm going to have to return them to you, but not
until I sort this out with BrakeMasters, where I've been a customer for almost 20 years. Wish me
luck. Purchased on Jun 10, Suzuki Forenza Guides. Suzuki Forenza: The Value Sedan. Contact
Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy.
California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

